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CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY

Belarusians understand the importance of
using high-quality and advanced equip-
ment, so the country is always developing
new methods of construction and constant-
ly purchasing modern equipment.

The Prometey Group has been operating in
the construction market for over 20 years.
Prometey is involved in residential and
industrial projects, products for domestic
animals and feed-stuff storage. The compa-
ny is constantly growing and expanding. Its
field includes the production of windows
and sandwich panels insulated with poly-
isocyanurate (PIR) rigid foam. The company
owns more than 100 units of equipment of
various kinds and at the moment it is
installing the dry mixing plant.

The workforce during peak periods totals
1.000, while the average number of
employees is around 500.

In 2014 Prometey contacted Mir Zavodov
to supply equipment from Europe. The com-

pany Mir Zavodov operates using the strat-
egy of “direct contract”, relieving customers
from the long chain of dealers and interme-
diaries. Mir Zavodov specialists provide
assistance at all stages of negotiation with
the supplier based on the signed coopera-
tion agreement.

European companies willingly work with
Mir Zavodov as it provides support in the
promotion of European products across the
CIS market by the translation of websites,
documentation and software into Russian,
by arranging negotiations with the cus-
tomer, by collecting general information
and conducting a primary survey, by taking
part in exhibitions and trade fairs and by
providing full support for equipment supply.

A key partner of Mir Zavodov is Marcan -
tonini Concrete Technology (MCT) – an
Italian producer providing the highest stan-
dard of quality and a pioneer in the con-
crete production. During 55 years, Marcan -
tonini has gained enough experience and

authority. High quality production and
unique know how entitles it to set the pace
for other manufacturers. MCT supplies
equipment to all 5 continents. Most often
customers contact the company after visit-
ing an existing Marcantonini batching plant
which is the best way to gain a complete
idea of the extremely high standards used
in every single component and to check the
excellent quality of the concrete produced. 

Customized solutions are always turned
into reality, taking into account all the con-
ditions, especially climate and materials,
production methods and concrete mixture
composition. "The more complex the task,
the more interesting the work, – says
Lamberto Marcantonini, owner of MCT.
“One of the most recent & complicated
projects was the factory installed in the
Russian City of Vladimir, for the
Megalitterra company. The goal has been
achieved, we have coped with the task,
and the plant is already running."

Two new batching plants 
for Prometey Group in Belarus

MCT Italy Srl, 06084 Bettona, Italy

After visiting the Republic of Belarus, guests from Europe and Asia noted that the country has changed radically over the past 20 years.
Infrastructure has been developed actively in Belarus, roads and industrial buildings are under construction, special efforts are taken for
social housing. Recently it was decided to build roads from concrete. Many Belarusian construction companies are successfully applying
their experience in the neighbouring countries of Russia, Ukraine, as well as the affiliating departments of large construction companies
involved in Latin America on the construction of social housing in Venezuela and Bolivia.

Greenfield visit and contract signature, Mogilev, Belarus. From left to
right: Mr. Gabriele Falchetti  MCT Area Manager for CIS countries,
Mr. Anatoly Fedorovich President of Prometey, Mr. Lamberto
Marcantonini MCT President, Mrs. Olga Pshonko Mir Zavodov
Administration Support.

MCT Containerized batching plant, aggregate storage
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Megalitterra’s feedback has convinced the Prometei Group to order
two brand new batching plants. One stationary plant with two mix-
ers was setup on the Prometei Group site to meet the company’s
own needs. The plant has five aggregate bins from which sand and
gravel fed into the mixer by means of inclined conveyor belt after
being weighed. The collecting hopper as an intermediate aggre-
gate, located above the mixing section, allows simultaneous batch-
ing in both mixers.

The factory produces all kinds of ready-mix, mortar, and mixtures for
precast elements (standard foundation blocks, pipes, etc.). Plants
are operated from the cabin located at the top of the mixer floor,
allowing a complete view of the truck mixers feeding operations
and, should it be necessary, quick and easy access to the mixing
equipment. 

The special feature of the MCT batching plant is the production of
galvanized constructions, which provide durability, aesthetics and
makes the brand well-known worldwide.

There is also a predisposition for the steam generator connection
providing the aggregate bin heating.

The second installation is the mobile Marcantonini batching plant,
type B3, model MCM. It was delivered specifically to provide con-
crete for the mobile road paver machine. 

Marcantonini experts, together with road paver machine engineers,
chose optimum plant performance for continuous road paver oper-
ations after discussing various design compositions.

The plant designed is composed of 2 40” containers mounted one
on top of the other including a feeding belt along with a mixing
assembly and a control cabin.

The advantage of this plant is a homogeneous and repetitive mix-
ture composition: thanks to accurate weighing equipment and
humidity and plasticity sensors, extremely high quality concrete is
always assured. A unique in-house Marcantonini development has
no equals yet. The plant relocation timing is 3 days including trans-
portation.

MCT batching plant, double mixer
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The plant doesn’t require any special site preparations, concrete
foundation and civil work. Marcantonini has developed a special
mobile foundation for the mounting of the mixing batching plant sec-
tion.

During the testing period, the plant installed in Chausy was produc-
ing concrete for the construction of a huge 40-metre high tower: a
storage silo used to protect raw materials from the cold Belarusian
winter season. During the next year the plant will be relocated for
the new road construction in the Mogilev region of Belarus.

During the visit of the MCT team on site, Anatoly Fedorovich,  CEO
of the Prometey Group, notes the high quality of the plant and the
fast speed of installation: "All the plant details matched each other
and the factory was assembled very quickly without any problem.
The quality of the plant meets our requirements, and its cost has
been a pleasant surprise for us. We expected that the purchasing
costs of the batching plant would be much higher. Special thanks to
Mr. Lamberto Marcantonini for his vast know-how and experience
in the world of concrete; his suggestions are an absolute added
value to the incredible quality of his product. I do recommend MCT.
Great and professional support has also been provided by the Mir
Zavodov team. They solved every language problem, joined us in
Italy, and provided an interpreter during the installation process."

Marcantonini batching plants in Belarus could be easily visited and
Mir Zavodov team is always available to give further information
and support.

Gabriele Falchetti, MCT Area Manager for CIS countries responsi-
ble for the project, underlines: "When the guys from Mir Zavodov
informed us that the Prometey Group from Belarus was looking for
two batching plants, we saw a great chance to show the high qual-

ity of our equipment and the extreme customization we are able to
provide. We knew for quite some time that the market of Belarus is
covered by German companies, Turkish manufacturers and several
local suppliers. However, we were successfully chosen thanks to our
technology, speedy work and constant relationship with the Client."

Lamberto Marcantonini, MCT CEO, also affirms: "I visited Belarus
in December 2014. I was pleasantly surprised by the fact that the
technologies applied in Belarus are on par with the West, and that
people tend to raise the level of production. Anatoly gave me a very
warm welcome and we immediately shared our experience, build-
ing up two plants that will surely help him to develop his business to
the highest levels."

Mir Zavodov, the local company which acted as a perfect link
between supplier and customer, also comments: "We were sure that
both MCT and the Prometey Group are reliable companies, all the
agreements were adhered to and the work is being performed in a
superb manner. Our goal is always to provide customers with high
quality equipment for concrete and precast production: Marcan -
tonini made our task extremely easy to achieve!" �

FURTHER INFORMATION

MCT Italy Srl
Via Perugia 105, 06084 Bettona, Italy
T +39 075 988551
mail@marcantonini.com, www.marcantonini.com

OOO Mir Zavodov
Chernyakhovskogo prospect 35-1, room 4Н
210021, Vitebsk, Republic of Belarus
T +7 499 3466916
vopros@mirzavodov.ru, www.mirzavodov.ru

Prometey
Mira 55
213000, Gorki, Republic of Belarus
T +375 223 361080
info@prometey.by, www.prometey.by

MCT Containerized batching plant, mixer cladding

MCT Mobile batching plant on sea container


